
Chachacomani 6080m

Chachacomani is among the lower 6000m candidates. To the contrary of Huayna Potosi, it is less
frequented and climbing parties are, more often than not, on their own. As refuges are lacking, this
mountain is climbed in the expedition style with mules and nights in a Tent. The easiest way up
does not  present  technical  difficulties,  but  it  can be quite a maze to find ones way across the
crevasses. Here follows a brief description of an ascent on the normal route:

Day 1:  Your mountain guide picks you up at the hotel around 8:00 a.m. Once you checked your
gear, the transfer will take approximately 4 hours and ends at 4400m altitude, in the tiny village of
“Alto Cruz Pampa” where your muleteers and pack animals will be waiting for you. As you leave the
village on foot, you will enter a huge valley left over from the last ice age. On this day you will not
gain a lot of altitude, but cover a little more than 11km into base camp which is at 4500m altitude. In
the Base camp we count with a kitchen/dining tent to enjoy tea and meals protected from the wind.
The location also offers a flat, lawn covered campsites and a little stream makes access to water
easy. 

Day 2:  Today you will  move into High camp, which is located close to the glacier. Whereas you
walked mostly on flat ground the previous day, you will move through steeper ground today. There
is a trail, but don't expect it to be very large. The High camp is at 5000m altitude, where vegetation
is mostly absent.

Day 3: The summit day, you may leave the camp as early as 1 a.m.  The glacier is next to the camp
and you will gear up 10-15 minutes after leaving it. Once you reached the glacier, you will first cover
steeper terrain, before you reach rather flat ground, crossing crevassed terrain to reach a big flat
plateau at 5700m. From there count two hours more to reach the summit at 6080m. Only the last
50m get steeper, where your guide may belay you. Otherwise the normal route does not present
many technical difficulties. You might be back in camp around noon, and we recommend to move
down to base camp the same day. 

Day 4: After a good night of sleep, you will break down camp, and hike out the 11km, back to Alto
Cruz Pampa village, where the vehicle is waiting to bring you back to La Paz
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NB: For acclimatized climbers with experience it is possible to make the approach through the valley
between Chachacomani and Chearoco and take profit to be on the spot to climb two 6000m 
summits from the same base camp.

On the following website there are topos of the region:

http://www.boliviaclimbinginfo.org/cordillera-real/central/chachacomani-area/

You can get a daily updated rather accurate weather forecast at the following address:

http://www.mountain-forecast.com/peaks/Chachacomani

 
Included in our prices (*) is the technical climbing gear. We expect you to have a sleeping bag and
inflatable mattress, for the nights in the tent, a headlamp and warm cloths. There is no problem in
renting those items, but we charge for it separately as most people bring them along.

Complete gear list from foot to head:

 
Crampons *
warm mountaineering boots *
2 pair of warm socks
long thermic underpants
Impermeable over-pants
Harness *
2 carabiners *
prussik corde *
Ice axe *
inner gloves
warm gloves (evtl. mitten)
long sleeved thermic under wear
polar fleece jacket
down jacket
hard shell jacket
35L backpack
2L liquid container
several buffs
warm hat
headlamp
helmet *
Sleeping bag (comfort zone -+0°C)
Inflatable Mattress
Duffle Bag for the mule
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leaving the big plateau, with Chearoco 6127m in the 
background

Crossing the Bergschrund, 50m below the Summit
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Price list (in USD $) per person

4 days program 6 days program

number of days for climbing 
Chachacomani

Entering the parralel valley to climb 
Chachacomani 6080m and Chearoco 6127m

1 person   1250 1 person   1600

2 persons 725 2 persons 950

3 persons 725 3 persons 950

4 persons 595 4 persons 775

These  prices  include  private  transport,  1  UIAGM/IFMGA  certified  mountain  guide  for  every  2
participants, mules into base camp, high camp and back, cook, meals, cooking tent, stove, dishes,
night in tents, and the mentioned climbing equipment. 
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Muleteers and pack animals moving into High Camp
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